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n October 27, 2021, a powerful extratropical bomb
cyclone struck the Massachusetts coast, bringing
hurricane-force winds and heavy
levels of precipitation and leaving
half a million homes and businesses
without power (Barry, 2021). Four
days later, 90,000 people were still
awaiting response and recovery, and
several South Shore and Cape Cod
communities were still experiencing
80–90 percent outages (Ellement,
2021). Over the past several decades,
the Northeast United States has
experienced a climate change–linked
increase in frequency and intensity
of severe weather events, such as the
nor’easter referenced above, which
threaten local communities (Wuebbles, Fahey, and Hibbard, 2017).

KEY FINDINGS
■ Definitions of power outage resilience vary widely.
■ Qualitative and quantitative criteria are required for a comprehensive assessment of power outage
resilience.
■ Community power outage resilience goals should address multiple dimensions.
■ Communities have varied power outage resilience expertise.
■ Utilities and customers have low tactical visibility into each other’s decisionmaking.
■ There are novel resilience considerations for emergency response planning to address inequities arising
from generation-to-outage path optimization procedures.
■ Even partial completion increased broader community awareness of power outage resilience for and
beyond the facility under certification.
■ Communities might need additional incentives for certification completion.
■ Even with technical services support, completing certification was demanding on time and resources
absent additional programmatic support.

Abbreviations
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CAIDI

Customer Average Interruption
Duration Index

CLEAR

Clean Energy and Resiliency

DPU

Department of Public Utilities

EEA

Energy and Environmental Affairs

ERP

emergency response plan

FEMA

Federal Emergency Management
Agency

GBCI

Green Business Certification, Inc.

GHG

greenhouse gas

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers

LEED

Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design

MassCEC

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center

MVP

Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness

NESC

National Electrical Safety Code

NFPA

National Fire Protection Association

PEER

Performance Excellence in Electricity
Renewal

SAIDI

System Average Interruption
Duration Index

These climate hazard trends are expected to affect
the region’s electric distribution infrastructure and
escalate the risk of power outages (Horton, Solecki,
and Rosenzweig, 2012; Douglas and Fairbank, 2011).
Many critical and noncritical infrastructure systems
depend on a reliable power supply, and failure of
the distribution system can cause cascading shocks
within a community (Rinaldi, Peerenboom, and
Kelly, 2001). In addition, the interconnectedness of
the power grid can delay recovery times without
appropriate restoration strategies led by utilities. To
help mitigate the complex consequences of climate
hazards, communities are also proactively planning
to increase their resilience to power outages or their
ability to withstand and recover from an electric
disruption (Narayanan, 2019).
Increasing risks to critical infrastructure and
public safety from severe weather and related climate
change hazards have raised policymaker awareness
at all levels of government. For example, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts issued the Interim
Clean Energy and Climate Plan for 2030 (State of
Massachusetts, 2016) to outline actions for achieving
its greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction targets
and develop a state road map for adapting to climate
change risks (Executive Office of Environmental

Affairs, 2020). In addition, this plan outlined strategies for increasing power outage resilience through
policies, programs, and technology, recognizing that
local communities will play an important role in
climate change mitigation and adaptation.
To support community resilience efforts that
reduce GHG emissions, enable the integration of
renewable energy sources, and provide resilience
for critical infrastructure facilities during electrical outages, the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
(MassCEC)—a quasipublic agency funded via the
Massachusetts Renewable Energy Trust Fund—
initiated the Clean Energy and Resiliency (CLEAR)
program. The CLEAR program built on the success
of MassCEC’s Community Microgrids Program
and other programs, such as the Massachusetts
Department of Energy Resources’ Community Clean
Energy Resiliency Initiative, that had similar scopes
for distributed energy resources and community
critical infrastructure as encompassing “a public or
private critical facility, including but not limited to
schools, hospitals, shelters, libraries, grocery stores,
service (gas) stations, fire/police stations or waste
water treatment plants” and affecting multiple users.
Communities in these grant programs have typically
consisted of portions of municipalities, but they also
included other forms of neighborhood leadership
groups, local nonprofits, and so forth.
The CLEAR program consists of three main
tasks:
1. site-specific resilience assessment and design
studies (Scope 1)
2. resilience toolkit development (Scope 2)
3. resilience certification development (Scope 3).
The RAND team—comprising Converge Strategies, XENDEE, and Ridgeline Energy Analytics—
was awarded the opportunity to conduct site-specific
resilience assessment and design studies for three
of the nine total participating communities under
Scope 1 and the entirety of the Scope 3 task. This
report focuses on Scope 3’s resilience certification
development but refers to some of the findings from
Scope 1, which are published under separate cover
on MassCEC’s website.1
With an influx of funding and greater attention from U.S. federal, state, and local govern-

ments to increase community-scale power outage
resilience, there is an urgent need to define what
exactly community power outage resilience is and
identify whether and how planning actions and
project implementations have made communities
more resilient. Existing research on power outage
resilience is primarily at the systems level (Wang
et al., 2019), infrastructure focused, and technology
forward (Hussain et al., 2019). Previous research
on power outage resilience has not focused on decision processes, program implementation, or project
validation, especially at the local community scale
(Castillo, 2014). The U.S. Department of Energy has
sought to address these gaps through a variety of
grant programs (such as the Solar Energy Technologies Office’s Renewables Advancing Community
Energy Resilience) and workshops where community stakeholders were convened to help establish a
research agenda recognizing regional diversity and
addressing the needs of infrastructure, metrics, cost,
and planning and coordination.2
Our research aims to address these knowledge
gaps for community decisionmakers and associated
stakeholders by articulating power outage resilience
metrics, mechanisms for a power outage resilience
certification program, and pathways to the program’s operationalization and administration. In
addition, our participatory action research design
is intended to help communities and utilities identify resource or decision process gaps in planning
for power outage resilience on a facility basis rather
than a community or asset basis. Although the
study’s original goal was to find criteria to determine
whether a facility was “power outage resilient,” we
were able to pivot and prototype an approach with
MassCEC that can increase critical infrastructure
resilience across the disaster or emergency life cycle,
given that the process rather than the outcome is the
policy goal. Stakeholder involvement was crucial to
understanding individual and infrastructural priorities, including those of disadvantaged and vulnerable populations. These conversations, summarized
in this report, might provide the basis for future
power outage resilience projects, incentives to complete or streamline the certification, and additional
community-based policies.
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Approach
In this section, we explain the study design, including
how we conducted our literature review, ran 12 focus
groups, developed and fielded the certification pilot,
and two held post-certification debrief interviews
(see Figure 1). These efforts aligned with our guiding
research questions:
• What are definitions of community-scale
power outage resilience?
• What are best practices and typical policy
goals for resiliency certifications?
• Who are power outage resilience decisionmakers and stakeholders? How do they interact and share information?
• Which qualitative and quantitative resilience
metrics best reflect the needs of community,
utility, and governance stakeholders?
• How would a certification process work for
participating communities?
• What are the opportunities and barriers for
certification adoption and administration?
Because the research team was not only observing stakeholders but also interacting directly with
selected communities to generate resilience plans
and develop new policy mechanisms, we followed
a participatory action research method, which has

been used extensively for climate planning initiatives
(Baum et al., 2006; Douglas et al., 2018). Data for this
report were drawn from stakeholder interviews and
power outage resilience focus groups with the authors
groups via Microsoft Teams from August 2020 to
March 2021. In addition, because this was necessarily a case study of one state’s power outage resilience
with a limited set of nine candidate community sites,
we used an “n-of-one plus some” method common
to the academic planning literature to incorporate
secondary cases “to identify issues to expect, questions to ask, and data to look for in the primary case”
(Mukhija, 2010).

Literature Review
Defining Community-Scale Power Outage
Resilience
We used a literature review to evaluate definitions
of electric power resilience for critical infrastructure systems, facilities, and assets at the community
scale. Many organizations have developed their
own, nuanced definitions of energy or power system
resilience (see, for example, reviews by Bhusal, et al.,
2020; Chiu, et al., 2020; Jasiūnas, Lund, and Mikkola, 2021). However, to also align resilience with
emergency management concepts, for the purposes

FIGURE 1

Study Approach and Participation Workflow Diagram

Snowball Sampling Academic
Literature Review

Power Outage Resiliency
Certification Development

Certification Pilot Participation
Semistructured Interviews

RAND team

RAND team and MassCEC

CLEAR community participants: 2

Power Outage Resiliency
Certification Pilot

Research Report Development

Certification, Toolbox, and
Standards Literature Review
RAND team
program count: 70

CLEAR community participants invited: 9

Certification Development,
Governance, and Operations
Focus Groups

Assess Pilot Results

focus group count: 12
participating organizations: 13
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CLEAR community
participant responses: 2

RAND team

of our work, we situate those two terms in Presidential Policy Directive 21, defined as “the ability to
prepare for and adapt to changing conditions and
withstand and recover rapidly from disruptions,
including naturally occurring threats or incidents”
(Rusco, 2021). Because of the expansive nature of
existing infrastructural and community-based climate resilience policies and practices, the review
was not intended to be systemic or exhaustive but
rather targeted academic literature to identify the
structural components of high-quality methods
and key metrics at the narrow intersection of critical infrastructure and power outages (Cantelmi, Di
Gravio, and Patriarca, 2021).
Guided by initial queries from MassCEC,
we conducted a snowball sampling with Google
Scholar’s search engine between August 2020 and
January 2021 and used the following search terms
interchangeably and in combination with one other:
“energy resiliency,” “disaster resilience,” “energy
certification,” “critical infrastructure,” “power outage
resilience,” “best practices,” “emergency response,”
and “evaluation frameworks.” With these articles as
our starting set, we then conducted reference and
citation tracking to expand our search by another
degree of connection. As a final step, in consultation

with MassCEC, we analyzed the literature along four
decisionmaking dimensions to define community
power outage resilience: intervention scale, accessibility, life cycle timing, and target audience.

Surveying Best Practices and Typical Policy
Goals of Certifications
In parallel, we surveyed best practices for resilience
certifications that addressed end-to-end disaster
management and safe-to-fail structures.3 We then
conducted a systematic review of all 70 existing
resilience certifications, toolboxes, and standards
present on Resilience Shift, “mapped by the resilience value they add at different stages of the infrastructure life cycle” (see Appendix A) (Resilience
Shift, undated).
In coordination with MassCEC, community
stakeholders, and utility representatives, we developed a variety of qualitative and quantitative criteria
for certifications relevant to the policy goals of any
proposed certification process (see Appendix C).4
The criteria focused our analysis on six primary
resilience frameworks and national design standards
shown in Table 1. These criteria were also used in the
subsequent focus group research phase to refine the
positioning of the resilience certification.

TABLE 1

Selected Energy Resilience Programs and Standards Sources
Program Name

Description

Performance Excellence in Electricity
Renewal (PEER)

PEER is a rating system that recognizes organizations for improving efficiency,
reliability, and resiliency from hazards and severe events. PEER is for all power
systems and provides guidance for cities, utilities, campuses, and transit.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE)

IEEE is a leading standard organization that underpins many modern
telecommunications, information technology, and power-generation products and
services.

National Electrical Safety Code (NESC)

The NESC sets the rules and guidelines for safeguarding utility workers and the public
during the installation, operation, and maintenance of electric supply, communication
lines, and associated equipment.

National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) 1660

NFPA 1660 is the standard on community risk assessment, preincident planning,
mass evacuation, sheltering, and reentry programs. NFPA 1660 has been adopted
by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security as a voluntary consensus standard for
emergency preparedness.

OASIS Energy Interoperation
Version 1.0

The OASIS Energy Interoperation program facilitates enterprise interaction with energy
markets, which allows effective response to emergency and reliability events and other
functions.

Envision

Envision is a framework that works as a guide for the systemic change in the planning,
design, and delivery of sustainable and resilient infrastructure. The certification
provides industrywide metrics for various types of projects. Users can benefit from the
tools that assess and measure sustainability contributions.
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Our subsequent analytic framework—the four
phases of emergency management (mitigation,
preparedness, response, and recovery) to encompass the disaster life cycle—followed the best practices of the U.S. Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) (FEMA, undated), Massachusetts
Emergency Management Agency (Massachusetts
Emergency Management Agency, 2019), other state
agencies (Ohio Emergency Management Agency,
undated), and local emergency management organizations (City of Boston, 2021). In addition, this
framework was used during the focus group to elicit
feedback from Massachusetts power resilience industry stakeholders on where and when resilience interventions were most effectively deployed.

Focus Groups
The literature review informed which stakeholders
were likely most relevant to resilience certification
programs. Because the application of the resilience
certification was restricted to the confines of the
commonwealth, we focused on Massachusetts-based
local organizations and used snowball sampling

from program participants, sponsor relationships,
and professional networks to conduct 12 semistructured focus groups with 31 regional stakeholders
who engaged in various aspects of community power
outage resilience.

Characterizing Power Outage Resilience
Stakeholders and Their Relationships
The referred organizations were broadly representative of community-focused stakeholders in the Massachusetts electricity industry; we prioritized individuals associated with project development, facility
management, sustainability planning, and emergency
response and storm restoration. For example, four
of the nine invited CLEAR community sites, several
government agencies, all three of the commonwealth’s investor-owned electric utilities (Eversource,
National Grid, and Unitil), and the Massachusetts
Municipal Wholesale Electric Company participated in the 60-minute voluntary, uncompensated
virtual interviews conducted via Microsoft Teams.
We conducted a total of 12 focus groups representing 13 organizations between August 20, 2020, and
March 12, 2021 (see Table 2).

TABLE 2

Focus Group Participants
Organization Type

Organization Representatives’ Backgrounds

CLEAR community

Infrastructure development

CLEAR community

Health and public policy

CLEAR community

Health and emergency services

CLEAR community

Community organization, technology assessment, emergency response

Consultants

Market strategy development, project facilitation, policy design and research, convening
and stakeholder engagement

Economic development agency

Public policy, program design, engineering consulting

Electricity wholesaler

Technology assessment, emergency response, power marketing, market development

Public utility commission

Public policy, emergency response, rate development

State authority

Public policy, emergency response, resourcing, market development

Utility

Electricity distribution, emergency management, strategic planning

Utility

Electricity distribution, emergency management, strategic planning, distribution planning,
outage response, engineering

Utility

Electricity distribution, right of way management, distribution planning, emergency
management, outage response
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Assessing Potential Qualitative and Quantitative
Resilience Metrics

The semistructured focus group guide (included in
Appendix B) covers topics the academic literature has
generally identified as necessary to understand the
qualitative and quantitative metrics available for collection and necessary for certifying resilience (Roege
et al., 2014), such as the following:
• how the group defines energy resilience as it
pertains to a site and/or community
• the minimum operational capacity a facility
must maintain to be considered functional
during an outage
• the critical facility types in a community and
how they are prioritized during an outage
• emergency response times to critical facilities
• the minimum length of time of sustained
power during an outage to adequately respond
to a site
• seasonal or other circumstantial variations
that would affect emergency response
• the nonenergy-related site measures that
increases facility resilience during an outage.

Certification Pilot
Using the literature review and focus groups as inputs,
the RAND team developed a prototype certification
document intended to solicit resilience-related data
from the project proponent. The certification prototype development relied primarily on the subject
matter expertise of the RAND team to aggregate relevant data from the literature review and focus groups
into the certification and relied on feedback from the
stakeholder focus groups and MassCEC to validate
the layout and content of the certification.

Developing the Certification Prototype
First, we used the emergency management phases as
a framework to encompass the entirety of the disaster life cycle events. We then used a full life cycle
model of a value chain to design the certification to
maximize inclusivity of projects in different stages
of development (Linkov et al., 2020) and measure
facility capabilities primarily against the RANDMassCEC jointly selected programs and standards

in Table 1 (Hale, 2011).5 Third, based on the feedback we received from the focus group participants
and types of information elicited in the certifications, we balanced the number of discrete multiplechoice options with qualitative, open-response questions in the certification. We also examined existing
voluntary certifications, such as the Climate Change
Preparedness and Resilience Checklist, to determine
the kind of information stakeholders were accustomed to having requested (U.S. Climate Resilience
Toolkit, undated). Last, we shared several iterations
of the certification with MassCEC and refined the
forms (see Appendix D) with the intent of recruiting communities and fielding a limited pilot study.
Due to the lack of an identified governing authority to administer the certification program and the
wide variation of facility types, we followed the best
practice of some voluntary certifications in that
there would not be a graded rubric or standard for
certifying a facility as “power outage resilient,” and
the act of completing the certification is a “selfcertifying” act.

Developing the Community Participation
Process
To test the viability of the certification and elicit
feedback from stakeholders, we invited all nine
CLEAR program participants to fill out the certification forms and provide feedback on the process voluntarily, with the hope that Massachusetts municipalities and organizations would perceive it to be
useful for their power outage resilience. The CLEAR
communities were chosen not only for convenience
at the request of the project sponsor but also out of
resource consciousness, as they had earlier received
expert consultation from CLEAR program managers
and analysts.
A result of the nine-participant community
sample, however, was that they provided inputs
(unprompted) to the certification of facilities, rather
than assets or entire communities. We defined a facility as a building (or group of connected buildings)
of integrated assets—for example, a firehouse with
diesel generator and solar panel—whereas a community (for the purpose of power outage resilience) is
an integrated system of facilities and assets spanning
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multiple users. A disadvantage of this approach was
that we did not collect information on the interconnected operational and technical dependencies that
come from a systems-level approach; however, we
were able to obtain the operational nuance of how
assets might be used during a power outage.
We fielded the pilot between September 2021
through February 2022 and initiated the process with
a group kickoff meeting in which we presented an
overview of the certification forms and a summary
of the results from the literature review and focus
groups. MassCEC actively encouraged participation
but offered no incentives or additional resources.
Participants were instructed to complete the certification (with up to two reminders); send it back to the
RAND team; and participate in a one-hour, semistructured interview.

Understanding Opportunities and Barriers for
Certification Adoption and Administration
Following the completion of the pilot certification,
our intent was for the CLEAR communities to participate in a semistructured interview to provide
feedback on the certification process. We developed a
semistructured interview protocol (see Appendix B)
covering several topics, including
• the organization’s description, perspective on
energy resilience, and population served
• a reflection on the process of completing the
certification
• an identification of gaps in resilience planning
as revealed by the certification
• the facility’s relationship with the utility and
any other nonformal data.
The interviews were 60 minutes long, conducted
virtually via Microsoft Teams, audio recorded, and
transcribed to obtain verbatim quotes.
Unfortunately, our fielded pilot resulted in an
unexpectedly small sample. One participant fully
completed the certification, and one organization
gave partial information in an email separate from
the data collection form. Two communities expressed
regret that they did not have the time or resources
to complete the certification within the pilot period
but offered general reflections. The remaining five
participants were, to varying degrees, not responsive
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after the initial certification meeting. As such, we
considered a lack of response valuable feedback, indicating the organizations were potentially dissuaded
from participation due to lack of time and resources
(especially given the ongoing pandemic), had insufficient incentives, or faced adoption barriers that could
affect the broader distribution and implementation of
the certification.

Key Findings
Our literature review illustrated various conceptual
pathways critical infrastructure stakeholders can
consider to increase facility and community resilience to power outage events. The focus group and
certification pilot interviews allowed participants
to develop an understanding of what is required of
emergency management planning in Massachusetts
to ensure high electricity reliability and operational
continuity during a power outage. The findings are
organized by the following three central topic areas:
• policy goals for community power outage
resilience
• characteristics of the utility-customer
interface
• certification process data.

Policy Goals for Community Power
Outage Resilience
Stakeholders had multiple policy goals for community power outage resilience, in part a function
of wide variation in definitions of power outage
resilience. In addition, determining the conceptual
models behind these goals was challenging due to the
mixture of qualitative and quantitative criteria being
assessed to understand the resilience of a facility.

Definitions of Power Outage Resilience Vary
Widely
We found that power outage resilience terms and
their applications varied depending on the perspective of the individual or organization and were
often intermingled with other critical infrastructure concepts throughout the academic literature,
existing standards, and our focus group interviews.

For example, two CLEAR community participants
conceptualized power outage resilience as the ability of a facility to maintain uninterrupted power
supply during an electricity systemwide outage event
or traditional fail-safe design principles in which a
system is designed to deter hazards with high reliability (Ahern, 2011). In contrast, utility discussants
were more apt to refer to safe-to-fail system design
features, in which the system is designed to anticipate failures so “failure is contained and minimized”
(Nelson, 2006). Both perspectives are technically
correct in the broad confines of energy resilience
literature (Raoufi, Vahidinasab, and Mehran, 2020;
Sharifi and Yamagata, 2016). Even descriptions of
power outage resilience in a single organization were
not monolithic, as definitions varied from person
to person, often depending on the individual’s
operational role. Critically, for the development of
the certification, when directly asked, focus group
participants agreed with one another’s conflicting
descriptions of power outage resilience and acknowledged the discrepancies. Our pilot study’s definition,
therefore, is consistent with these multiple conceptual models.
Resilience is the “ability of a system to withstand
and recover from a disruption” (Narayanan, 2019),
and the growing use of the term is often attributed to
the growing frequency and intensity of high-impact,
rare events (Gholami et al., 2018). Although there is
no consensus on a definition of resilience specific to
power outages, we adapted the following definition
from Raoufi, Vahidinasab, and Mehran, 2020, to
address stakeholder needs for a facility-based certification and flexibility in its measurement indicated
by such imprecise language as “least,” “sustain,” and
“responsive” (Gholami et al., 2018):
A facility’s ability to endure low-frequency
high-impact outages efficiently while ensuring the least possible interruption in electricity supply, sustaining critical infrastructure
services, and allowing a responsive recovery
and restoration to normal operation state while
mitigating potential future outages.

Qualitative and Quantitative Criteria Are
Required for a Comprehensive Assessment of
Power Outage Resilience
Our literature and existing certification review found
no singular metric for determining a facility’s power
outage resilience. These metrics, traditionally quantitative, allow for the performance of weak and strong
areas of the power system to be identified, have
proposed enhancements or strategies, are evaluated
via cost-benefit planning, and are intervened upon
through operational decisionmaking (Bie et al., 2017).
In assessing power outage resilience, our utility focus
group participants referenced quantitative metrics for
power outage duration, such as the Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) or System
Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI), and
power outage frequency metrics, such as the number
of disconnected customers (Keogh and Cody, 2013;
Panteli and Mancarella, 2015; PEER, 2020). As discussed earlier, individuals in the same organization
could have different perspectives on similar issues.
For example, CAIDI and SAIDI are reliability metrics
and do not address extreme weather events, yet a distribution energy resource lead defined power outage
resilience in the context of SAIDI, whereas a director
of emergency response defined power outage resilience as the ability of utility power outage responders
to travel from the utility depots to the power outage
site and fix the source of the equipment failure.
Both quantitative and qualitative metrics can
describe the characteristics of the power and other

Qualitative and
quantitative criteria
are required for a
comprehensive
assessment of power
outage resilience.
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interdependent systems (e.g., information system,
energy infrastructure, fuel supply chain, and business
structure). For example, anticipate, withstand, and
recover resilience quantitative metrics can support
operations and planning decisions, whereas qualitative metrics can describe capabilities across the
emergency or disaster preparation, mitigation, recovery, and response planning phases (e.g., emergency
response planning, personnel training, and repair
crew availability) (Kandaperumal, Padney, and Srivastava, 2022; Willis and Loa, 2015).
All participants agreed that a comprehensive
assessment of power outage resilience must balance
performance-based metrics with capability-based
criteria, recognizing the system’s inherent network
dependencies and how it interacts with extreme
weather, which is consistent with the best practice
literature (Cauffman, 2018). In addition, the agreedupon power outage resilience definition reflects the
cyclical feedback and adaptive management principles inherent in emergency response planning.
Therefore, we structured our certification development by adapting FEMA’s organizational framework
of mitigation, preparation, response, and recovery.
The certification was intended to allow communities to develop greater preparedness, better warnings, reduced vulnerability, and greater prevention of
disaster for subsequent disasters (FEMA, undated).

Community Power Outage Resilience Goals
Should Address Multiple Dimensions
Literature review and stakeholder focus groups
identified that power outage resilience goals, reflecting the ambiguity of definitions, fell across multiple
dimensions. Our analysis suggested that the certification process could be positioned across four
considerations: intervention scale (Cauffman, 2018;
Mathie and Cunningham, 2010; Shandiz et al., 2020),
accessibility (Sharifi, 2016), life cycle (Gransberg
and Ellicott, 1997; Driesen and Katiraei, 2008), and
target audience (Zamuda et al., 2019). In consultation
with MassCEC, we confirmed that these dimensions
met its and the CLEAR program participants’ goals,
and for the pilot certification, we could focus on the
design elements highlighted in Figure 2. The following subsections explain in more detail the RAND
team’s choices.
Intervention Scale

Although electric utility and CLEAR program focus
group participants wanted to consider interventions
at all levels, we found that measuring resilience from
the community level included too many combinatorics of facilities, reducing the decisionmaking value to
critical infrastructure facility owners and operators.
Conversely, when stakeholders discussed assessing
resilience at an asset level, it was in the context of

FIGURE 2

Power Outage Resilience Goals Mapped to Certification Design Dimensions
Intervention Scale
Asset

Accessibility
Technical and
outcome based

Life Cycle
Diagnose
and conceive

Target Audience
Insurer
Third party
Owner or operator

Facility

Flexible based
on user needs

Design
and deliver
Utility
Investor

Community
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Holistic and
process based

Operate
and maintain

Government agency

the asset’s facility and function in the community.
Leveraging feedback from the focus group participants, our analysis set the certification intervention
scale at the facility rather than the community or
asset level. This move is consistent with established
power outage and energy resilience certification
organizations, such as Green Business Certification,
Inc. (GBCI), that use intervention scale for their
certifications (GBCI, 2020).
Accessibility

Existing resilience certification and toolboxes are
a mix of technical and outcome-based, holistic and
process-based, and combined approaches. More
technical certifications like AdaptInfrastructure
include features that compare the performance of
resilience measure adoption pathways in terms of
customers, cash flow, net present value, and other
key performance indicators (XDI, undated). Using
these factors allows the user to take a more project
design–centered approach to assessing resilience.
However, the information required to complete
a highly technical certification can inadvertently
exclude participants without the requisite background and might not be necessary depending on
the goals of the facility owner or operator. In contrast, if a user does not have an asset they are trying
to assess and are rather examining a facility holistically, they could use a voluntary standard, such as
RELi, which provides more process-based metrics,
measures, and indicators for resilient buildings,
neighborhoods, and communities (C3livingdesign,
undated). Our focus group interviews indicated that
resilience goals varied significantly from critical
infrastructure facility to critical infrastructure facility; thus, we decided the certification should be flex-

ible to the user’s needs like the function of GBCI’s
PEER certification (GBCI, undated).
Life Cycle

The 70 certifications that the RAND team reviewed
each covered different portions of the value chain,
connecting the concepts of investments and resilience across the design, delivery, operation of infrastructure systems (Linkov et al., 2020). Figure 3
shows a model how the value chain encompasses the
entire life cycle of a project via three phases of a project design, each with three subphases.
In focus groups, CLEAR program participants
discussed being in different stages of the project
life cycle value chain. For example, one CLEAR
participant had been operating and maintaining
two power generation assets while diagnosing and
evaluating options for additional generation assets
to integrate enhanced power outage resilience into
the facility. In contrast, another CLEAR community
used its Scope 1 technical assistance to diagnose
whether onsite power generation assets were even
feasible at its facility. From the utility perspective,
three focus group participants indicated that the
power outage resilience benefits from a project are
measured and applied during the procurement and
design and plan subphases of the value chain cycle.
Therefore, to maximize inclusivity, we designed the
certification to cover the entirety of the life cycle
value chain.
Target Audience

The literature identifies many potential stakeholders in power outage resilience decisionmaking, from
multiple levels of government authorities (federal,
state, and local) (Laymon and Castro, 2020); facility or energy resilience asset owners, operators,

FIGURE 3

Life Cycle Model of a Project Value Chain
Diagnose and Conceive
Diagnose

Options

Procure

Design and Deliver
Design
and plan

Finance

Implement

Operate and Maintain
Operate

Maintain

Dispose
or reuse

SOURCE: Adopted from Resilience Shift, undated.
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There are
novel resilience
considerations for
emergency response
planning to address
inequities arising from
generation-to-outage
path optimization
procedures.
and developers (Resilience Shift, undated); electric
utilities (Booth et al., 2019); investors; insurers
(Hoffman and Bryan, 2013); and other third parties
(Booth et al., 2019). Focus group participants and
MassCEC confirmed our analysis that the greatest
proponent equities would lie in the facility owner or
operator’s ability to define critical loads and specify
islanding capability. In addition, because of the
utility’s control of the power grid and the certification’s goal to ensure that resilience systems can be
fully utilized by electric utility storm restoration
crews during major power outage events and grid
disturbances, we also included the electric utility
stakeholders as a target audience.

Characteristics of the Utility-Customer
Interface
Our research provided insight into the relationships
between Massachusetts electric utilities and their
customers in three areas: the relative amount of community expertise, information asymmetry for decisionmaking, and novel resilience considerations for
emergency response planning and climate equity.
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Communities Have Varied Power Outage
Resilience Expertise
In addition to the different definitions and policy
goals for power outage resilience in their respective
communities, CLEAR program participants had different levels of expertise. For example, in-house capabilities varied from a detailed understanding of utility management and power systems engineering to a
high-level conceptual understanding of sustainability
concerns and distributed energy systems. Understandably, some CLEAR community leaders made
recommendations during preliminary meetings
and focus group sessions that were not technically
or financially feasible in CLEAR’s Scope 1 program.
Perhaps counterintuitively, greater technical knowledge was not necessarily associated with a greater
level of understanding of appropriate risk mitigation
strategies. For example, at least three participants
mentioned power outage resilience measures already
in the planning study process that Scope 1 consultants determined would have negligible impact for
the community.
Although the small convenience sample size
was not large enough to be representative of decisionmakers across Massachusetts, four community
representatives indicated they had an appropriate
level of expertise to understand the certification
language and process or had capabilities available on
staff. However, one participant found the quantitative power outage resilience concepts “very hard to
read and understand,” and this individual did “not
know how to read it or what to make of it,” but for
the individualized technical resources provided by
the CLEAR program.
There is bias inherent to our sample: Each of the
community decisionmakers had already allocated
resources to engage with the CLEAR program to
support efforts to reduce GHG emissions, enable
renewable energy sources integration, and increase
energy resilience of critical facilities during power
outages. Therefore, our findings are consistent with
the research literature wherein the “quality of local
leadership is . . . often as important as understanding
community-wide adaptation processes”—in this case,
that of power outage resilience (Wilson, 2013).

Utilities and Customers Have Low Tactical
Visibility into Each Other’s Decisionmaking
In focus groups, CLEAR participants and electric
utilities detailed how they lack visibility into the
other’s power outage response procedures. This lack
of visibility is partially because each party considers
it to be the other’s responsibility to ensure continuity
of electricity-dependent services. From the community perspective, multiple interviewees indicated that
they “did not know” how utilities prioritized their
critical infrastructure facilities. One participant said
that, through communications with their electric
utility during the CLEAR program process, the participant’s organization determined that a facility that
the community had deemed critical infrastructure
was misclassified as such during power outages; this
miscommunication was subsequently rectified.
More generally, two CLEAR community members described how they had given a prioritized list
of their critical infrastructure facilities to representatives of their electric utilities, but they were unaware
how their community was prioritized relative to
other communities and how electric utilities internally prioritized different types of critical infrastructure (e.g., a firehouse versus a hospital) in their emergency response procedures. However, communities
appreciated electric utility efforts to increase communication during power outage events via email or texting platforms. For example, one CLEAR community
mentioned that it had been in direct contact with an
electric utility emergency responder who specialized
in critical infrastructure.
Electric utility participants described a similar
nonuniform level of insight into community critical
infrastructure priorities, despite having community liaisons to assist with power outage response.
Each of the electric utilities’ emergency response
plans (ERPs) require the community critical infrastructure lists to be updated annually for review by
the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities,
although the onus is on the community to provide
the utilities with up-to-date information (Eversource, 2021; National Grid, 2021; Unitil, 2021). Only
one utility participant mentioned potentially including “impact to critical infrastructure, critical community services, [and] operational objectives.” In all

other cases, the community liaison does not collect
information for prioritization and decisionmaking
on facility-level contingency plans or a community’s
capacity to sustain critical infrastructure through a
power outage. For example, one electric utility participant said it does “not have insight into what the
customer would do in an outage,” and another participant said that it is “up to [the] customer to take
[on] strategies that will not lose power.”

There Are Novel Resilience Considerations for
Emergency Response Planning to Address
Inequities Arising from Generation-to-Outage
Path Optimization Procedures
Each electric utility has a slightly different ERP for
power outage events, but all three indicated that
restoration is prioritized by “follow[ing] best practices . . . following the path from generation” to the
outage and “looking for biggest bang for [the] buck
and safety.” Respondents indicated that technical
and logistical nuances were beyond the scope of a
60-minute focus group; are well-studied by reliability
planners; and serve multiobjective decision functions, including routing, scheduling, and assigning
(Langevin et al., 2009). Furthermore, the unpredictable nature of unplanned outages means that every
power outage requires a uniquely tailored response in
a flexible framework.
Power outage resiliency—in contrast to
reliability—necessarily broadens the planning context beyond utilitarian response metrics to considering how existing pathway-based prioritization methods might leave some critical infrastructure and
populations more vulnerable than others. For example, a literature review of electric utility emergency
power response protocols suggests that neighborhoods with a higher proportion of underserved residents experienced longer outage durations (Liévanos
and Horne, 2017), density-based prioritization typically disadvantages low-income populations (Román
et al., 2019), and existing polices can exacerbate
inequalities while generating new vulnerabilities
(Sovacool, Tan-Mullins, and Abrahamse, 2018). The
industry is aware of these concerns; one electric
utility focus group participant cited equity as an
important component of emergency response “given
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the different levels of access” but that there is not yet
“structured outreach” to mitigate these risks. It was
beyond the scope of our task to confirm whether the
other two electric utilities had protocols to ensure
equitable emergency power outage response. None
of the Massachusetts 2021 ERPs mention disadvantaged, vulnerable, at-risk, or low-socioeconomic
status communities. The Unitil and National Grid
ERPs do have procedures for prioritizing at-risk
individuals or those “who might need near-term
emotional or psychological assistance” (National
Grid, 2021; Unitil, 2021); however, these groups are
not fully consistent with communities that are vulnerable due to systemic, societal inequities (California Public Utilities Commission, undated).

Power Outage Resilience Certification
Using our findings from the literature review and
initial community and utility focus groups, the
RAND team developed a certification to solicit qualitative and quantitative metrics aligned with FEMA’s
emergency response framework (see Figure 4). For

example, within the mitigation stage, the facility’s
deterministic (Panteli and Mancarella, 2015) or
expected (Ji, Wei, and Poor, 2017) recovery duration via the Critical Load Summary is a requested
input to the certification. Due to limited time and
resources inherent to developing and completing
the certification pilot, the project team, MassCEC,
and focus groups agreed on the selected metrics,
acknowledging that they are not exhaustive. Though
the certification could form the basis for policymakers in Massachusetts or other states, our research
intent was to review gaps in community power
outage resilience and identify potential challenges of
certification adoption.

Even Partial Completion Increased Broader
Community Awareness of Power Outage
Resilience for and Beyond the Facility Under
Certification
Two of the nine invited CLEAR program participants provided partially complete certifications
and participated in follow-up interviews to discuss

FIGURE 4

Power Outage Resilience Certification Organizational Framework
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their experiences during the certification pilot. One
community completed the certification but did not
provide requested supplementary materials (e.g., the
facility one-line diagram or preventive maintenance
schedules). Another community provided qualitative responses in the notes section of approximately
20 percent of the certification. During subsequent
interviews, each community representative commented on the certification’s comprehensiveness and
the “usefulness” of completing the certification as an
exercise of evaluating a facility’s power outage resilience. One participant mentioned that they would
use the certification as a “basis for . . . future evaluations . . . that might impact the resiliency of the
facility.” The same interviewee commented on the
importance of preventive system maintenance being
included in the certification, noting how power
outage resilience was considered over the course of
the facility’s entire design life and not only during a
power outage event. The other interviewee discussed
how the certification had triggered a network of
additional conversations among the facility’s staff
and the stakeholders to encourage broader operational preparedness to power outage events. This
community’s reevaluation included the “revamping
of the critical facilities lists” with the facility’s electric utility and nonelectric power community stakeholders, such as the police department, to understand prioritization during a power outage event.
The interviewee remarked on the facility manager’s
inability to “pull out a handbook . . . or guidelines”
and the lack of either’s existence in the case of a
power outage event and did not know what procedures were required to respond, commenting on the
reduced ability to respond adequately to power outages because of decentralized information.

Communities Might Need Additional
Incentives for Certification Completion
As described in the study’s approach, participation
in the power outage certification pilot was voluntary; neither MassCEC nor the RAND team offered
monetary compensation or extensive supplementary
technical assistance beyond what had already been
provided through the CLEAR program in Scope 1.
At the communities’ requests, RAND team held ad

hoc clarification sessions and attempted to reinforce
the potential for valuable operational insights into
the community’s critical infrastructure power outage
response through the process, as described in the
Key Findings section. Despite MassCEC cohosting
the kickoff meeting to explain the motivation and
goals of the certification program, CLEAR participant leaders who did not provide partial or complete
certifications were either silent on their reasoning
or indicated that the anticipated benefits were insufficient. This sentiment is common in voluntary
programs that can impose “‘beyond compliance’
obligations” on the program participants (Hsueh and
Prakash, 2012) in excess of either intangible benefits,
such as “goodwill, reputation, or compliance with
social license to operate” (Gunningham, Kagan, and
Thornton, 2003), or such tangible benefits as “technical knowledge, assistance, and financial capital”
(Coglianese and Nash, 2006). As research on new
power outage resilience concepts rather than status
quo consulting services, Scope 3 might have either
entailed insurmountable additional participation
risks or been too substantially different from Scope 1
without being more tightly incentivized or bundled
with program membership.

Even with Scope 1 Technical Services,
Completing Certification Was Demanding
on Time and Resources Absent Additional
Programmatic Support
The RAND team was uniquely positioned across
both Scopes 1 and 3 to be able to understand the
technical assistance associated with the earlier phase
and planned on the certification in part leveraging the data created through the process, but one
of the interviewees mentioned that the certification
would have been less burdensome if the pilot had
been issued and executed in parallel with the Scope 1
assessments to gain the efficiencies from both scopes
being completed at the same time.
Nevertheless, through interviews and email correspondence, the CLEAR communities indicated the
certification, in its current form, was too time and
resource intensive to complete. Only one participant
was willing and able to complete all certification
pages, which took 67 days (albeit on top of other
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day-to-day job requirements). One participant with
a technical background identified the “complexity of
the data collation” the certification required as “overwhelming for some facilities, discouraging participation.” Although the same participant did understand
“the logic of the requests” for the information, the
CLEAR community leader also described the “stark
terror” their engineering team experienced when
asked to complete the certification.
The internal conversations we planned for the
stakeholders as a resilience-building benefit turned
out in fact to be a burden, at least in appearance,
to many. The most common feedback given for the
inability to complete the certification was due to the
amount of information “distributed over multiple
sources and formats” including from multiple requisite community members to complete the certification. One community stated the certification “seems
incredibly complicated and lengthy, requiring multiple [stakeholders] of the town to be involved,” and
another leader discussed the need to engage the facility operators for “[long] phone calls and meetings” to
go through the certification’s details.
Subsequent iterations of the certification, should
they be made by MassCEC or others, would need to
balance these design trade-offs. For example, two
CLEAR communities appreciated the certification’s
“comprehensiveness,” but one of them recommended
“a more streamlined certification” to “promote
enough additional participation” even if this process
lacks “the absolute granularity” to be effective.

Limitations and Governance
Considerations
The power outage resilience certification and, more
broadly, the CLEAR program, was conceptualized
by MassCEC as a follow-on project to their Community Microgrids Program (Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, 2016). During the Community
Microgrids Program, MassCEC indicated that the
complexity associated with community-based, multifacility projects was sufficiently high, and critical
infrastructure stakeholders identified substantial
financing gaps in project design and construction of community energy resilience projects and
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microgrids. To ascertain which community projects
could be quality candidates for public compensation
to mitigate these financing gaps, MassCEC elected to
fund this study to assess, develop, and pilot a power
outage resilience certification. As our findings illustrate, at present, there are substantial limitations to
this approach, many of which stem from governance
considerations raised by the focus groups and from
MassCEC itself during project team meetings. In this
section, we examine the limitation of not having a
governance structure in place to manage the power
outage resilience certification, followed by broader
considerations of the social, technological, and policy
barriers—all potentially significant but likely not
insurmountable given substantial political will from
individuals and institutions.

The Power Outage Resilience
Certification Might Require a
Governance Structure to Encourage
and Manage Community Participation
Focus groups and an evaluation of existing programs in the literature indicated that there were
no relevant governance structures to support the
power outage resilience certification’s ongoing
administration and operation. This is a significant
limitation: Although each non-CLEAR community
focus group participant indicated a strong interest in
examining, contributing to, and receiving the power
outage resilience certification developed as a part
of this study, only one organization demonstrated
interest in taking ownership of the certification’s
operationalization and becoming the certification’s
governing authority (and it conceded that the process should be managed by an organization that
engaged more directly with stakeholders to ensure
broader uptake). Indeed, this effort would likely
be a nontrivial undertaking, with one participant
referring to potentially “thousands or millions of
stakeholders” in each Massachusetts electric utility jurisdiction that might have an interest in the
certification. An electric utility participant noted
the utility would lack the capacity to operationalize
at scale equitably, instead offering an alternative in
advanced metering infrastructure to measure and

monitor customer energy reliability more accurately,
which could develop targeted incentives aligned
with a power outage resilience program.6 Despite
these drawbacks, when asked, no other alternatives
to a certification as a general method for validating
community power outage resilience were offered.
In contrast, participants identified a potential
organization that could administer the certification:
the Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP)
program within the Massachusetts Executive Office
of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA). EEA is
the cabinet-level agency under the Governor of Massachusetts that is responsible for promoting efficient
energy use while preserving Massachusetts’ natural
environment (among many other missions). MVP
is an initiative established by Massachusetts Executive Order 569 that provides support for cities and
towns in Massachusetts to identify climate hazards,
assess vulnerabilities, and develop action plans to
improve resilience to climate change. Although MVP
has demonstrated the statewide planning latitude
necessary to administer and govern a power outage
resilience certification, one focus group participant
mentioned there could be some legal, financial, and
organizational limitations to the ability to manage
the processes. During this study, a member of MVP
participated in one of the focus groups and noted the
potential value of a power outage resilience certification, but we did not have the resources to explore this
individual’s opinions and those of EEA and other
agencies on certification governance.

Certifications Are Often Subject to
Social, Technological, and Policy
Barriers
Focus group participants cited the following structural barriers inherent in certification program governance absent the administering organization:
• providing services for applicant engagement
and education
• processing of certifications and collecting
potential fees
• delivering certification awards and managing
renewals

Absent significant
political opposition, a
mandatory regulatory
policy could produce
greater program
participation and
improvement than a
voluntary program.
• monitoring and evaluating the program in
alignment with evolving scientific knowledge
• managing periodic revisions relative to leadership priorities.
For example, as experienced with the certification pilot, one participant mentioned the certification would be challenging for all and potentially
inequitable for some due to communities or facilities
being poorly resourced. They noted that there are
“a small number of very well-resourced facilities
that have a staff person who could be assigned as a
‘point person’” to facilitate the certification with the
governing authority. With such a gap in the existing
resourcing of these communities, the onus to ensure
equitable access to the certification program, via a
variety of potential means, could fall to the certification administrator.
There are also more practical issues of certification issuance, processing, and award delivery that
could face technological issues at scale. In its current
form, the certification is an electronic document that
requires the applicant to either print the form or use
a word processing software to complete it. To scale
this certification for statewide application, the certification would likely need to be hosted on a website
and have some form of machine readability to reduce
the human resource burden of processing and monitoring applications.
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Yet another potential barrier to certification
governance identified by focus group participants
is whether the certification is voluntary, aligned
with concrete benefits, or mandated through policy.
Evidence has shown that, absent “significant political opposition,” a mandatory regulatory policy can
produce greater program participation and improvement than a voluntary program (Lyon and Maxwell,
2007). In this pilot phase, the CLEAR program
issued the power outage resilience certification as
a voluntary program with intangible incentives,
receiving a less than 25 percent response rate by
communities resourced with adequate technical
materials in an earlier scope of work. Although some
public program governing organizations have historically claimed that “weak participation” can generate advantages such as “better information about
local needs, capacities and the impact of programs”
(Béné and Neiland, 2006; Oakley, 1995), these programs can also incur “high transaction costs, raise
excessive expectations, substitute inappropriate
local for technical knowledge, and allow local elites
to capture development resources” (Bhatnagar and
Williams, 2013). Mandating certification program
participation might come at some political cost,
but with appropriate technical and social mitigation strategies, it can also be an effective method to
ensure widespread adoption and ancillary resilience
benefits (Berke and French, 1994).

Discussion and Potential Next
Steps
Consistent with the broader literature, we found
through focus groups that power outage resilience
in Massachusetts is contextually dependent on the
operational needs of a community and their exposure to natural hazards or extreme weather events.
Although the study’s original aim was to identify
deterministic metrics to adjudicate whether or rank
how much a facility was “power outage resilient,”
the participatory action research design allowed us,
alongside MassCEC, to pivot and pilot a process that
can help improve critical infrastructure resilience
across the disaster or emergency life cycle. The certification process necessarily focused on how resil-
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ience would be achieved, given the project proponent
defining why the community had prioritized which
loads to provide resilience for whom. Our stakeholders encouraged us to take a multihazard perspective,
but future iterations of the certification should likely
assess resilience performance conditional on specific
system conditions, operational interdependencies,
and/or extreme events.
Stakeholders found that the certification process
reflected accurately their resilience goals and the
capability of the typical community. These factors
assured the internal validity of our study’s design.
However, stakeholders’ limited capacity to complete
a voluntary process absent either initial incentives
(programmatic or technical support) or eventual benefits (concrete or intangible) necessarily bounded the
potential external validity of our conclusions. Likewise, absent engineered tests or power outage events
on an installed system or implemented strategy
during the CLEAR program period, we were not able
to verify how much resilience the project’s certification process would have given the community. However, the “n-of-one plus some” method allowed us to
explore significant gaps and incongruencies in the
resourcing, planning, and understanding of power
outage resilience measures and outcomes. These preliminary findings might be different if repiloted with
modified research factors, such as a larger number or
more representative sample of (non-CLEAR) communities, more technical support services, the identification of an organization to operationalize and
govern the certification process, or additional incentives or requirements for participation.
Voluntary resilience standards, such as the
Climate Resiliency Checklist and green building
standards associated with the Boston Zoning Code’s
Article 37, are public planning processes to engage
developers in generating a more sustainable built
environment. In addition to generating researchable
data, the checklist and standards allow for a dialogue between community stakeholders and present
an opportunity to at least identify if not address differences in technical expertise (Wilson, 2020). For
example, it took decades for the U.S. Green Building
Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Certification, driven in large

part by either state-level incentives and mandates
or municipal policies, to reach widespread adoption (Cidell and Cope, 2014; Mulligan et al., 2014).
Market mechanisms—such as developers differentiating their supply or owners and tenants demanding
a certain tier of achievement—are important secondary mechanisms that appear to create an overall
upward pressure on the green building industry
(Flowers, Matisoff, and Noonan, 2020; Rysman,
Samcoe, and Wang, 2020). These two trends imply
that if policymakers intervene to incentivize or
mandate a critical threshold of adoption, a voluntary certification with adequate governance can
become self-sustaining—contingent on whether
there is sufficient long-term demand.
Prior to taking these potential next steps, we suggest that the convenience sample of CLEAR communities should be broadened not only to those with the
preexisting interest and resources to participate but
also to those in which such additional power outage
resilience might have an outsize impact on social and
economic vulnerability. For example, our focus group
participants had a bimodal skew toward either dense
urban areas or small-town centers, underrepresenting
lower-density suburban or rural areas, which might
have communicated substantially different issues
and constraints. These additional stakeholder voices
are critically important given the lack of consensus
on even defining power outage resilience. Our focus
group interviews indicated that Scope 1’s technical
consulting enhanced subsequent community understanding of these concepts, which could incentive
underresourced communities to participate in the
planning process. The administrative organization
would need an equitable mechanism to decide which
communities, outside of an application-based process, might a priori benefit from these upfront services. For example, the Climate and Economic Justice
Screening Tool (a publicly available beta program)
can filter Justice40 Initiative communities that are
identified as disadvantaged and specifically affected
by climate change (agriculture, building, or population losses) and clean energy and energy efficiency
(energy burden or PM2.5 pollution) that are above
low-income and below higher-education enrollment
rate thresholds (see Figure 5).

A power outage resilience certification should be
conscious of the growing effects of climate change
disproportionately falling on “underserved communities who are least able to prepare for, and recover
from, heat waves, poor air quality, flooding, and
other impacts” (EPA, 2021). A revised process should
acknowledge our key preliminary finding—that in
an attempt to be comprehensive, we likely posed
too substantial a resourcing hurdle for wider adoption. Two actions could reduce this burden: increase
the incentives or support for communities to attain
completion or reconfigure the document to decrease
the amount and complexity of data.
Streamlining the certification might be adequate
given that the process rather than the outcome is
the policy goal. Alternatively, partitioning the forms
to target specific stages of the disaster or emergency life cycle—preparation, response, recovery, or
mitigation—might increase its relevancy to the community, make each module a more achievable target,
or provide a deeper exploration of resilience contingent on extreme events or operating conditions.
For example, if a certification component focuses on
mitigation strategies for community power outage
resilience, it could certify the facility’s power asset
and system fuel identification or description to
assess the facility’s critical load and support auxiliary
equipment or provide additional flexibility in detailing alternative strategies, such as enhanced automated controls. This effort would shift the process
and tracking burden from applicant to administrator,
but centralized governance resources might be more
politically or economically feasible than mounting a
large community grant program.
Given the impactful evidence provided by even a
limited set of focus group stakeholders to community
leaders and policymakers, we recommend continued
education, outreach, and engagement by either MassCEC or another agency charged with administering
a revised certification process. Ongoing consultation
and partnership will be crucial to understanding the
individual and infrastructural priorities, especially
within vulnerable populations and in disadvantaged
communities, represented by an effective, efficient,
and equitable power outage resilience initiative.
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FIGURE 5

Justice40 Initiative Census Tracts for Disadvantaged Clean Energy, Energy Efficiency,
and Climate Change Communities

Massachusetts

Connecticut

Rhode Island

Disadvantaged clean energy, energy efficiency, and climate change communities
Justice40 Initiative Census Tract

SOURCE: Climate and Economic Justice Screening Tool, undated.
NOTE: The red regions are Justice40 Initiative census tracts with communities that are identified as disadvantaged in the categories of clean energy,
energy efficiency, and climate change.
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Appendix A. Resilience Certifications, Toolboxes, and Standards
Table A.1 contains the certifications, toolboxes, and standards examined as a part of this study.
TABLE A.1

Resilience Certifications, Toolboxes, and Standards
Certification Name
Adaptation Wizard

National Electrical Safety Code

AdaptInfrastructure

National Fire Protection Association

ARGOS

NISMOD

CAESAR

OASIS Energy Interoperation Version 1

CAT-I

OASIS Loss Modelling Framework

CB-Cities

OAT

CDIA Project Screening

Open Data for Resilience Index

Circle

OpenSees

City Resilience Actions Inventory and Stakeholder
Perception Review

OurWater

City Scan

Performance Excellence in Electricity Renewal

CityStrength Diagnostic

PCVA

Climate Bonds Standard

PREP

Climate Lens

QRE

Coastal Resilience

RAPTA

CRAFT

RASTEP

CRAM

REDi

CRI

RELi

CRIDA

Reliability Workbench

CRPT

Resilience Atlas

CWRA

RESILENS

DRSC

Resilience Garage

EARTH EX

Resilience.io

EDGe$

RiskSpectrum

Elephant Builder

RVR

Envision

SAVi

Equitable Origin

SimCenter

FAUC

Simulating Critical Infrastructures

FHWA P3 Toolkit

SmartScan

GeoNode

SuRe

Green Evaluation

Surging Seas
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Table A.1—Continued
Certification Name
GRESB Resilience Module

ThinkHazard!

GRRASP

TORC

HAZUR

UCRA

Hazus

UrbanSim

ICLEI ACCCRN

WEDG

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

World Bank Climate and Disaster Risk Screening Tools

The IS Rating Scheme

XDIGlobe

LCLIP
NOTE: ACCCRN = Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network, CAESAR = Cascading Effect Simulation in Urban Areas, CAT-I = Capacity Assessment Tool for Infrastructure, CDIA = Cities Development Initiative for Asia, CRAFT =Climate Risk and Adaptation Framework and Taxonomy, CRAM =
California Rapid Assessment, CRI = City Resilience Index, CRIDA = Climate Risk Informed Decision Analysis, CRPT = City Resilience Profiling Tool,
CWRA = City Water Resilience Approach, DRSC = Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities, FAUC = The Framework for Acting Under Uncertainty and
Complexity, FHWA P3 = U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration Public-Private Partnership, GRESB = Global ESG Benchmark, GRRASP = Geospatial Risk and Resilience Assessment Platform, IS = Infrastructure Sustainability, LCLIP = Local Climate Impacts Profile, NISMOD = National Infrastructure Systems Model, OAT = Opportunity Assessment Tool, PCVA = Participatory Capacity and Vulnerability Analysis, PREP =
Partnership for Resilience and Preparedness, QRE = Quick Risk Estimation, RAPTA = Resilience, Adaptation Pathways and Transformation Approach,
RASTEP = Rapid Source Term Prediction, REDi = Resilience-based Earthquake Design Initiative, RELi = Resilience Action List, RESILENS = Realising
European Resilience for Critical Infrastructure, RVR = Resilience Value Realization, SAVi = Sustainable Asset Valuation, TORC = Training for Operational
Resilience Capabilities, UCRA = Urban Community Resilience Assessment, WEDG = Waterfront Edge Design Guidelines.
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Appendix B. Focus Group and Interview Questions
This appendix contains the questions used for the stakeholder energy resilience and certification governance
focus groups and the power outage resilience certification pilot participants.

Energy Resilience and Certification Development Focus Group Questions
1. Do you have existing definitions of, and policies for, resilience and/or critical infrastructure?
2. What is the utility’s standard operating procedure for the life cycle of a power outage event? This life cycle
could include preparation, response, recovery, and mitigation phases.
a. Does this procedure change depend on the type of outage? Does it scale based on geographic extent,
severity, or other circumstances?
b. What is the staff composition of the outage response team?
c. Could you provide documentation of the utility outage procedure?
3. Can you please provide a list of stakeholders, customers, or point of contacts involved with preparing for,
responding to, and mitigating the effects of a power outage?
4. Are customers prioritized for power outage response? If so, how are they prioritized, and what are the
procedures in place to maintain and update this prioritization order?
a. Does the utility keep customers informed with respect to where they are in priority order? If so, when
does this communication happen?
b. Are there critical infrastructure prioritization criteria the utility uses to identify and categorize different sites for outage and/or disaster responses?
5. Is the utility incentivized to develop, market, and maintain energy resilience measures and programs
within its region (above and beyond reliability)? If so, how?
6. Could your utility please provide all process documentation involved with interconnecting new distributed resource assets?

Power Outage Resilience Certification Governance and Operationalization Focus
Group Questions
CLEAR Program History
1. To start, can you please give a brief description of your understanding of the CLEAR program and the
intention behind developing a resiliency certification?
2. Can you give a brief description of your understanding of why a request for proposals (RFP) was issued to
develop a resilience certification?
3. Have there been efforts prior to the CLEAR program to develop a resilience certification (or other
certifications)?
4. Were you aware of any public or private offerings for resilience certifications prior to issuing the RFP?
5. Are there any other alternative programs you have considered to a certification program to increase community resilience?

Post-Certification Development
1. Following the completion of the CLEAR program and the issuance of the certification and report to you,
do you have plans to mobilize resources for a resilience certification?
2. Have you identified any organization to own, govern, and operationalize a resilience certification?
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a. Are you aware of any organizations that would be interested in the governance of a resilience
certification?
b. Do you have any interest in governing and operationalizing a resilience certification?
3. For public certification programs that are voluntary, there are typically incentives that are tangible (technical or monetary assistance, etc.) and intangible (brand awareness, ability to operate or participate in
markets). Are you aware of any existing mechanisms for incentivizing a resilience certification?
4. Are you aware of any barriers to the operationalization and administration of a resilience certification
program?
a. Social and Equity
b. Technology
c. Policy and Legal

Power Outage Resilience Certification Pilot Participant Interview Questions
1. Can you please give a brief overview of your position, organization, and relation to the Massachusetts
Clean Energy Center Power Outage Resilience Certification Pilot Program?
2. Can you please give a brief description of the facility that was considered for the certification?
3. How would you consider the facility’s resilience to power outages?
4. Can you describe the facility’s significance to the community?
5. Can you please describe the process of completing the certification from its receipt through its
completion?
6. Did you identify any gaps in resilience planning of the facility as revealed by completing the form?
7. With regard to completing the certification:
a. How did the certification organizationally flow?
b. Were there any redundant questions or things that didn’t have a place within the certification?
c. Do you have an estimate of how many person-hours it took, or how many additional phone calls were
required?
8. Prior to receiving this certification, had this facility undergone any kind of certification program for
power outage resilience or anything similar?
9. Are there particular parts of the certification you found helpful?
10. Are there particular parts of the certification you did not find to be helpful?
11. Did you find any gaps in the resilience certification when it came to your facility?
12. Could you provide an overview of your utility’s interactions with the facility as it relates to power outage
resiliency and reliability?
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Appendix C. Massachusetts Clean Energy Center Power Outage
Resilience Certification Pilot Program
This appendix contains reproductions of the pilot power outage resilience certification forms, beginning on the
following page.
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C E R T IF IC A T IO N R E G IS T R A T IO N
FORM X1

Instructions: Registration is an important first step in the certification process, signifying your organization’s intent to pursue this
power resilience certification. Thoroughly read each of the following forms prior to beginning the Power Outage Resilience
Certification. Upon review, please make sure you have provided all information required by this form and that you supply all
required supplemental documents specified by the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center. Application Packages missing required
information will not be considered.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Applicant Name:

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name:

Applicant Official Title:

2. APPLICANT INFORMATION

a) Verify the facility is located within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.
If Yes, proceed with the application.
ii.
If No, the facility is not applicable for the Power Outage Resilience Certification.
Organization Name:
Organization Type (Check all that apply): ☐ Business ☐ Critical Infrastructure ☐ Federal Government ☐ State Government ☐
Local Government ☐ Utility ☐ Educational Institution ☐ Non-Profit Organization ☐ Other: _________________________
Facility Address - Street:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

Authorized Facility Representative (Applicant) Name:
Applicant Official Title:

Phone Number

Email Address:

Local Electric Utility:
If Other, specify:
Local Gas Utility:
If Other, specify:

3. FACILITY DESCRIPTION

b) Please describe the facility boundaries. A map or satellite photo from Google Earth or similar 3D representation
indicating the scope and boundaries of the facility will be helpful in evaluating the certification. If available, please
provide the street address of the facility. Please limit your description to 250 words or less (excluding addresses):

You have completed Form X1. Proceed to Form X2.
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C E R T IF IC A T IO N D O C U M E N T C H E C K L IS T
FORM X2

Instructions: Applicants must refer to the Checklist below for a complete overview of the documents required for Certification
Application submission. Please ensure the date each form is completed is accurate and included in the appropriate column. It is
recommended that each form is fully reviewed prior to preparing, completing, and submitting the Application.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Applicant Name:

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name:

Applicant Official Title:

2. APPLICATION FORM CHECKLIST
Form Name

Form ID

Date Completed

Administrative
Certification Registration

X1

Certification Document Checklist

X2

Power Outage Framework Phase Documentation

Mitigation

Power Asset Identification and Description
Utility Interconnection Agreement

A1

Critical Load Summary

A2

Critical Load Evaluation

A3

Facility Description

A4

System One Line Diagram

A5

Operations and Maintenance Agreement and Schedule

A6

Recovery

Response

Preparation

System Fuel Identification and Description
Fuel Specifications

A7

Fuel Procurement Contract

A8

Fuel Storage Specifications

A9

Planning
Emergency Response Plan

B1

Coordination
Power Outage Roles and Responsibilities

B2

Power Outage Contact List

B3

Outage Procedure Implementation & Monitoring
Emergency Response Plan Checklist

C1

Service Notifications
Power Outage Communication Plan

C2

Recovery Documentation
After Action Report

D1

Damage Report

D2

You have completed Form X2. Review all forms for completeness prior to Application submission.
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U T IL IT Y IN T E R C O N N E C T IO N A G R E E M E N T
FORM A1

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant interconnection agreement information and provide
supplemental documentation. If the Applicant has additional interconnection agreement(s), duplicate the form and attach
following the original A1 Form.

4. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

5. INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT CHECK

c)

Is there a power asset with a draft or existing facility interconnection agreement? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.
If Yes, attach interconnection agreement to this form for application submission and proceed to Section 3.
ii.
If No, proceed to Form A2.

6. INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT OVERVIEW
Power Asset Name:
Interconnection Agreement Title:
Term Start Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Term End Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Interconnecting Utility Name:
Utility Signatory:

Phone Number:

City:
Facility Signatory:

Utility Signatory Position:
State:
Facility Signatory Position:

Email Address:
Zip Code:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

Facility Address - Street:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

Point of Interconnection:
Interconnection Agreement Execution Date (MM/DD/YYYY):
Applicant Notes:

You have completed Form A1. Continue to Form A2.
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C R IT IC A L L O A D S U M M A R Y
FORM A2

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant critical load information and provide supplemental
documentation to support the critical load evaluation. If the Applicant has additional critical load(s), duplicate the form and attach
following the original A2 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. ASSET INTERCONNECTION & VERIFICATION
a) Is there an onsite generation asset supporting the critical load?
i.
Is the generation asset interconnected with the power grid?

ii.

☐ Yes ☐ No
☐ Yes ☐ No

If Yes, name the interconnected utility:

b) Has a critical load evaluation been performed on this facility?
☐ Yes ☐ No
i.
If No, provide Applicant Critical Load Evaluator for Section 3 and a completed Form A3 with this application.
i. If the critical load exceeds 50 kW, a utility or third-party critical load evaluation is required for this
application.

ii.

If Yes, who performed the critical load evaluation?
☐ Applicant ☐ Utility ☐ Third Party
i. Provide appropriate Critical Load Evaluator information in Section 3 and submit evaluation
documentation with this form.

3. CRITICAL LOAD EVALUATOR
Date of Critical Load Evaluation Completion (MM/DD/YYYY):
Critical Load Evaluator Name: Organization Name:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

Critical Load Address - Street:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

4 . OPERAT IONS DES CRIPT ION

Instructions: Provide a description of the critical load’s role in the facility operations during a power outage and the time
required to fulfill its operational requirements. The response can be as long as is required to adequately respond to the query.
Critical Load Operations Description:

Critical Load Operating Time Description:
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5 . OCCUPANT DES CRIPT ION

Instructions: Provide the number of occupants and their responsibilities required for facility operation during a power outage.
The response can be as long as is required to adequately respond to the query.
Facility Occupant Number:
Facility Occupant Description:

6. CRITICAL LOAD SUMMARY

Instructions: Answer the following questions and provide facility critical load and operating time below.
a) Critical Load Evaluation Supporting Documentation: ☐ Form A3 ☐ Third Party ☐ Both
I.
If Third Party documentation is provided, attach to Form A3 for application submission.
b) Is the critical load satisfied for the specified minimum outage time? ☐ Yes ☐ No
I.
If No, explain the constraints:

c)

Has the utility been notified of the facility’s operational limitations during an outage? ☐ Yes ☐ No
I.
If No, contact your utility representative to review the facility’s power outage protocol prior to application
submission.
II.
Date of Utility Contact (MM/DD/YYYY): __________________

Peak Critical Load: _________ ☐ W ☐ kW ☐ MW

Minimum Operating Time: _________ ☐ Hours ☐ Days

Minimum Critical Load: _________ ☐ W ☐ kW ☐ MW

Maximum Operating Time: _________ ☐ Hours ☐ Days

You have completed Form A2. Continue to Form A3.
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C R IT IC A L L O A D E V A L U A T IO N
FORM A3

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant critical load information and provide supplemental
documentation to support the critical load evaluation.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. CRITICAL LOAD EVALUATOR
Date of Critical Load Evaluation Completion (MM/DD/YYYY):
Critical Load Evaluator Name: Organization Name:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

Critical Load Address - Street:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

3. LOAD EVALUATION

Instructions: Provide the priority, quantity, and wattage for devices the facility requires during a power outage to maintain
sufficient operational status. Prioritize each device by its operational need: 1 for highest, 2 for medium, and 3 for lowest. If
more rows are required, either add them to the table or duplicate this form and attach the addition to the original A3 form.
Priority
Quantity
Wattage per unit
Total Wattage
Device
(1 – highest, 2 - medium, 3 - lowest)

(#)

(Watts)

(Quantity x Wattage per unit)

Priority 1 Subtotal Wattage (W):
Priority 2 Subtotal Wattage (W):
Priority 3 Subtotal Wattage (W):
Total Facility Wattage (W):

4. CRITICAL LOAD OPERATION DURATION
d) Can the facility operate any of the priority loads during a power outage: ☐ Yes ☐ No
I.
If Yes, check the priority loads that can be supported without utility power, approximate the length they can be
supported below, and briefly explain the method of calculation: ☐ Priority 1 ☐ Priority 2 ☐ Priority 3
Priority 1:
☐ Hours ☐ Days Priority 2:
Critical Load Operation Duration Calculation Description:

☐ Hours ☐ Days Priority 3:

☐ Hours ☐ Days

Applicant Notes

You have completed Form A3. Continue to Form A4.
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F A C IL IT Y D E S C R IP T IO N
FORM A4

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant facility information and provide supplemental documentation.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. FACILITY OVERVIEW
Facility Name:
Address – Street:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

Owner Name:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

State:
Phone Number:

Zip Code:
Email Address:

State:

Zip Code:

Part-Time Employees (#):

Seasonal Employees (#):

Owner Address - Street:
City:
Power Outage Manager Name:
Power Outage Manager Address - Street:
City:
Total Staff Employed (#):
Full-Time Employees (#):

3. FACILITY TYPE AND FUNCTION
Facility Type:
a) Does this facility provide an essential service? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.
If Yes, check the service(s) type below:
☐ Public Safety
☐ Designated Emergency Shelter
☐ Utility Facility
☐ Hazardous Material
☐ Air Transportation
☐ Communications
☐ Other: __________________________ ☐ Other: __________________________
Brief Facility Function Description:

☐ Emergency Medical
☐ At-Risk Population
☐ Government Services
☐ Other: __________________________

a) Does this facility have any special power outage needs to maintain operations? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.
If Yes, describe:

Applicant Notes:

You have completed Form A4. Continue to Form A5.
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S Y S T E M O N E L IN E D IA G R A M
FORM A5

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant system one line diagram information and
provide supplemental documentation. If the Applicant has additional one line diagram(s), duplicate the
form and attach following the original A5 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. ONE LINE DIAGRAM AGREEMENT CHECK
a.

b.

Is there a power asset with an existing one line diagram? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, attach one line diagram to this form for application submission and proceed to
Section 3.
ii.If No, proceed to Form A6.
One line diagram type: ☐ Issued for Construction (IFC) ☐ As Built
i.If using IFC one line diagram for application submission, provide As Built one line
diagram when issued.

3. ONE LINE DIAGRAM OVERVIEW
One Line Diagram Title:
One Line Diagram Issue Date (MM/DD/YY):
One Line Diagram Address - Street:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

State:

Zip Code:

State:

Zip Code:

Project Customer:
Project Customer Address - Street:
City:
Project Developer:
Project Developer Address - Street:
City:

Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC) Contractor:
EPC Contractor Address:
City:
Applicant Notes:

State:

Zip Code:

You have completed Form A5. Continue to Form A6.
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S Y S T E M O P E R A T IO N S A N D M A IN T E N A N C E A G R E E M E N T A N D S C H E D U L E
FORM A6

Instructions:
Applicants
must
complete
this form with
all
relevant system
operations
and
maintenance agreement information and provide supplemental documentation. If the Applicant has
additional operations and maintenance agreement(s), duplicate the form and attach following the
original A6 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT CHECK

a. Is there a power asset with a draft or existing facility operations and
maintenance agreement? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, attach operations and maintenance agreement to this form for application submission
and proceed to Section 3.
ii.If No, proceed to Section 4.

3. OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT OVERVIEW

Power Asset Name:
Operations and Maintenance Agreement Title:
Term Start Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Term End Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Operations and Maintenance Firm Name:
Firm Signatory:
Firm Signatory Position:

Phone Number:

City:
Facility Signatory Name:

State:
Facility Signatory Position: Phone Number:

Email Address:
Zip Code:
Email Address:

Facility Address - Street:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

Operations and Maintenance Agreement Execution Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

4. OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE POINT OF CONTACT

Instructions: Designate a facility point of contact responsible for the power asset’s operations and
maintenance execution.
Facility Point of Contact Name: Facility Signatory Position: Phone Number:
Email Address:
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5. OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

Instructions: Answer the following questions and provide facility maintenance and inspection schedules below.
a. Is a preventative maintenance schedule included in the operations and maintenance
agreement? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes:
• Preventative maintenance starting date:
(MM/DD/YYYY): __________________
• Preventative maintenance
frequency: _________ ☐ Years ☐ Months ☐ Weeks
ii.If No, provide an explanation in the space below or develop and attach a preventative
maintenance schedule to this form:
b. Is an equipment inspection schedule included in the operations and maintenance
agreement? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes:
• Equipment inspection starting date: (MM/DD/YYYY):
__________________
• Equipment inspection frequency:
_________ ☐ Years ☐ Months ☐ Weeks
ii.If No, provide an explanation in the space below or attach an inspection schedule to this
form:
Applicant Notes:

You have completed Form A6. Continue to Form A7.
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F U E L S P E C IF IC A T IO N S
FORM A7

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant fuel specifications and provide supplemental documentation.
If the Applicant has additional fuel(s) in use at the facility, duplicate the form and attach following the original A7 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. FUEL UTILIZATION CHECK

f)

Does this facility use any type of fuel to maintain its operations? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.
If Yes, attach any supplemental fuel specification information to this form for application submission.
ii.
If No, proceed to Form B1.

3 . FUEL PROCUREMENT OVERVIEW

Instructions: Provide a description of the fuel procurement information associated with this facility. If there are multiple
procurement methods with this facility, duplicate this form to provide information on the extra interconnection points. If there is
a fuel procurement agreement associated with this interconnection, this information will be collected in Form A8.
a) What method does this facility use to procure fuel?
i.
☐ Utility Interconnection (Pipeline)
ii.
☐ Delivery
iii.
☐ Onsite Production
iv.
☐ Other, explain:
Fuel Type:
Procurement Company Name:
Fuel Delivery Point Location:
Delivery Address - Street:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

4. ON-SITE GENERATION FUEL USE

Instructions: Provide a description of the fuel procurement information associated with this facility. If there are multiple
methods of fuel procurement, duplicate this form to provide information on the other procurement methods.
b) Does this facility receive fuel in a method other than utility interconnection? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.
If Yes, by which method is fuel received? (Check only one)
i. ☐ Delivery
ii. ☐ Onsite Production
iii. ☐ Other, explain:
ii.
If No, proceed to Form A8.
Fuel Type:
Fuel Procurement Company Name:
Interconnection Point Location:
Delivery Point or Storage Address - Street:
City:
Applicant Notes:

State:

Zip Code:

You have completed Form A7. Continue to Form A8.
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FU EL P R O C U R EM EN T C O N T R AC T
FORM A8

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant fuel procurement information and provide supplemental
documentation. If the Applicant has additional fuel procurement contract(s), duplicate the form and attach following the original
A8 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. FUEL PROCUREMENT CONTRACT CHECK

a) Is there a power asset that requires fuel to operate at the facility? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.
If Yes, attach fuel procurement contract to this form for application submission and proceed to Section 3.
ii.
If No, proceed to Form A9.
b) Is there a draft or existing fuel procurement contract to supply fuel to this power asset? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.
If Yes, attach fuel procurement contract to this form for application submission and proceed to Section 3.
ii.
If No, proceed to Form A9.

3. FUEL PROCUREMENT CONTRACT OVERVIEW
Power Asset Name:
Procurement Contract Title:
Term Start Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Term End Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Fuel Procurement Company Name:
Company Signatory:
Company Signatory Position:

Phone Number:

City:
Facility Signatory:

State:
Facility Signatory Position:

Email Address:
Zip Code:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

Facility Address - Street:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

Fuel Type:
Fuel Delivery Point:
Fuel Delivery Frequency:
Procurement Contract Execution Date (MM/DD/YYYY):
Applicant Notes:

You have completed Form A8. Continue to Form A9.
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F U E L S T O R A G E S P E C IF IC A T IO N S
FORM A9

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant fuel storage specification information and
provide supplemental documentation. If the Applicant has additional fuel procurement contract(s), duplicate
the form and attach following the original A9 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. FUEL STORAGE CHECK
a.

Is there a power asset that requires fuel to operate at the facility? ☐ Yes ☐ No

b.

Is there onsite fuel storage infrastructure at this facility? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, attach supplementary fuel storage documentation to this form and proceed to
Section 3.
ii.If No, proceed to Form B1.

3. FUEL STORAGE OVERVIEW
Fuel Storage Name:
Storage Manager Name:

Storage Manager
Position:

Phone Number:

Email:

Onsite Location Description:
Storage Installation Date (MM/DD/YYYY):
Storage Siting (Check all that apply): ☐ Above Ground ☐ Underground ☐ Indoors ☐ Outdoors
Storage Status: ☐ Currently in Use ☐ Temporarily Out of Use ☐ Permanently Out of Use ☐Other:
___________________
Estimated Total Capacity (gallons):
Fuel Type: ☐ Gasoline ☐ Diesel ☐ Kerosene ☐ Fuel Oil ☐ Waste Oil ☐ Other: ___________________
Fuel Use: ☐ Power Generation ☐ Motor Vehicle(s) ☐ Other: ___________________

4. FUEL OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OVERVIEW
Fuel Dispatch Method: ☐ Electric Pump ☐ Manual ☐ Other: ___________________
Maintenance Frequency: ☐ Daily ☐ Weekly ☐ Monthly ☐ Semi-Annually ☐ Annually
Last Third-Party Inspection Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ___________________ ☐ Not Applicable
Storage Leak Detection: ☐ Interstitial Monitoring ☐ In-Tank Monitor ☐ Vapor Monitoring ☐ Other:
___________________
Applicant Notes:

You have completed Form A9. Continue to Form B1.
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E M E RG E N CY R ES PO N S E P L AN
FORM B1

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant emergency response plans and provide
supplemental documentation. If the Applicant has additional emergency response plan(s), duplicate the
form and attach following the original B1 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN CHECK
a.

Does this facility have an emergency response plan? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, attach emergency response plan to this form for application submission
and proceed to Section 3.
ii.If No, develop power outage communication plan aligned with best management
practices, attach to this form for application submission and proceed to Section 3.

3. FACILITY RISK IDENTIFICATION

Instructions: The following section is intended to assist the applicant in identifying power outage risks to a
facility. The questions are not exhaustive, and any other risks identified should be included in the risk
identification description.
Risk Identification Description:

a.

Is the facility accessible without power? ☐ Yes ☐ No

b. Do facility staff rely on power operated mass transit systems to commute to
work? ☐ Yes ☐ No
c.

Does facility staff payment require power to disburse wages? ☐ Yes ☐ No

d. If the power outage affects external communication methods, can your organization
operate? ☐ Yes ☐ No
e.

Can the facility provide its core services during a power outage? ☐ Yes ☐ No

f. Do facility staff require power supplied equipment to execute their job
functions? ☐ Yes ☐ No
g.

Does the facility require heating, cooling, or lighting to properly operate? ☐ Yes ☐ No

h.

Are there security systems that rely on power to operate? ☐ Yes ☐ No

i. Does the facility have handicap or disability systems that rely on power to
operate? ☐ Yes ☐ No
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4 . EMERGENCY RES PONS E PLAN OVERVIEW
Emergency Response Plan Title:
Emergency Response Plan Development Date:
Plan Developer Name:
Plan Developer Position:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

Emergency Response Plan Summary:

Emergency Response Plan Goals and Objectives:

Emergency Response Plan Power Restoration Procedures:

5. EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN INTERDEPENDENCIES

a. Are there other organizations within the community that this facility relies on during a power
outage? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, collect contact information from each organization and list them:

b.

Are you aware where the facility is located on the power grid? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, provide a description of the location:

ii.If No, contact the appropriate utility point of contact for the facility and provide the
description above.
c. Are you aware how the facility is prioritized by the utility in the power restoration
process? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, provide a description of the prioritization:

ii.If No, contact the appropriate utility point of contact for the facility and provide the
description above.
Applicant Notes:

You have completed Form B1. Continue to Form B2.
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P O W E R O U T A G E R O L E S A N D R E S P O N S IB IL IT IE S
FORM B2

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant power outage roles and responsibilities and
provide supplemental documentation. If the Applicant has additional communication plan(s), duplicate the
form and attach following the original B2 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES CHECK

a. Does this facility have an existing roles and responsibilities list for a power
outage? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, attach power outage roles and responsibilities list to this form for application
submission and proceed to Section 3.
ii.If No, develop facility roles and responsibilities list for managing a power outage plan
aligned with best management practices, attach to this form for application submission
and proceed to Section 3.

3. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OVERVIEW

Instructions: This section requires the information and responsibility information of the facility power outage
manager and the power asset manager. The facility power outage manager is the main point of contact during
the outage. The power asset manager is the primary point of contact for managing any onsite power assets. If
these roles are the same person or there is no onsite power asset, only fill in the first role.
Roles and Responsibilities Document Title:
Roles and Responsibilities Development Date:
Facility Outage
Manager Position:
Manager Name:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

Facility Outage Manager Responsibilities:

Power Asset Manager
Name:

Manager Position:

Power Asset Manager Responsibilities:

Applicant Notes:

You have completed Form B2. Continue to Form B3.
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P O W E R O U T A G E E M E R G E N C Y C O N T A C T L IS T
FORM B3

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant emergency personnel contact information. The organization
types provided offer a sample of the contact information that should be collected. This sample should not be considered
exhaustive. If the Applicant requires a longer list, duplicate the form and attach to Certification Application following the original
B3 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Applicant Name:

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name:

Applicant Official Title:

2. CONTACT LIST
CONTACT NAME

ORGANIZATION NAME

ORGANIZATION TYPE

PHONE NUMBER

Electric Utility
City Emergency
Management
County Emergency
Management
Fuel Provider
Generator Service
Provider
Local Health Department
Stage Emergency
Management

You have completed Form B3. Continue to Form C1.
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EMAIL ADDRESS

E M E R G E N C Y R E S P O N S E P L A N C H E C K L IS T
FORM C1

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant emergency response plan checklist
information and provide supplemental documentation. If the Applicant has additional checklists, duplicate the
form and attach following the original C1 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN CHECKLIST CHECK
a.

Does this facility have an emergency response plan checklist? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, attach power outage communication plan to this form for application submission
and proceed to Section 3.
ii.If No, develop power outage communication plan aligned with best management
practices, attach to this form for application submission and proceed to Section 3.

3. EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN CHECKLIST OVERVIEW

Instructions: Provide the following information regarding the emergency response plan checklist. The Checklist
Developer is the person who created and maintains the checklist. The Checklist Manager is the person who is
the primary executor of the checklist during an emergency.
Response Plan Checklist Title:
Checklist Development Date:
Checklist Developer Name: Checklist Developer Position: Phone Number:

Email Address:

Checklist Manager Name:

Email Address:

Checklist Manager Position:

Phone Number:

a. The Emergency Response Plan Checklist incorporates procedures for the following action
types:
i.☐ Emergency Notifications or Communication Plans
ii.☐ Power Asset or Generator Management
iii.☐ Fuel Management
iv.☐ Facility Power Consumption Management
v.☐ Facility Emergency Operations
vi.☐ System Monitoring
vii.☐ Emergency Response Documentation
Response Plan Checklist Description:

Applicant Notes:

You have completed Form C1. Continue to Form C2.
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P O W E R O U T A G E C O M M U N IC A T IO N P L A N
FORM C2

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form with all relevant communication plan information and provide
supplemental documentation. If the Applicant has additional communication plan(s), duplicate the form and
attach following the original C2 Form.

1 . FORM S UB MIS S ION INFORMAT ION

Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. COMMUNICATION PLAN CHECK
a.

Does this facility have a power outage communication plan? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, attach power outage communication plan to this form for application submission
and proceed to Section 3.
ii.If No, develop power outage communication plan aligned with best management
practices, attach to this form for application submission and proceed to Section 3.

3. COMMUNICATION PLAN OVERVIEW
Communication Plan Title:
Communication Plan Development Date:
Plan Developer Name:
Plan Developer Position:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

Communication Plan Medium(s): ☐ Email ☐ Phone ☐ Social Media ☐ Other:
______________________________________
Communication Plan Audience:

☐ Customers
☐ Community
☐ Other:_______________
___

☐ Incident Survivors
☐ Facility Management
☐ Other:_______________
___

☐ Employees & Families
☐ Government Authorities
☐ Other:_______________
___

☐ News Media
☐ Suppliers
☐ Other:_______________
___

4. COMMUNICATION PLAN DESCRIPTION

Instructions: Provide a brief overview of the communication plan and its objectives. Briefly describe at which
point the communication plan is initiated.
Communication Plan Description:

Communication Plan Initiation:

Applicant Notes:

You have completed Form C2. Continue to Form D1.
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A F T E R A C T IO N R E P O R T
FORM D1

Instructions: Applicants must complete this form following an incident impacting power operation at the
facility. This form is to be sent to the Applicant’s corresponding electric service provider within 24
hours following an outage or incident. If the Applicant has additional power systems affected, duplicate the
form and attach documentation following the original D1 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. AFTER ACTION REPORT CHECK
a.

Does this facility have an after action related to power outages? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, attach the after action report to this form for application submission, complete
Section 3, and proceed to Form D2.
ii.If No, either develop an after action report aligned with best management practices and
attach to this form for application submission or proceed to Question 2b.

b. Does this facility intend to use this after action report for incident reporting to the
utility? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, review Sections 3 through 8 to ensure this after action report is suitable for the
facility and proceed to Form D3.
ii.If No, either develop power outage communication plan aligned with best management
practices and revert to Question 2a.

3. AFTER ACTION REPORT OVERVIEW
After Action Report Title:
After Action Report Development Date (MM/DD/YYYY):
Report Developer Name:
Report Developer
Position:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

4. EVENT LOCATION AND DATE
Event Start (MM/DD/YYYY):

Event End (MM/DD/YYYY):

Facility Address – Street:
City:
Report Filer Name:

State:

Zip Code:

5. AFTER ACTION REPORT FILER

Report Filer Position:

Phone Number:

Email Address:
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6. INCIDENT INFORMATION
a.

Did the incident impact the facility’s ability to operate? ☐ Yes ☐ No

b.

Did the incident impact any onsite power asset? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If No, do not complete Section 7 of this form.

c.

Did the incident cause the facility to lose power for any amount of time? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes:
• Was there an impact to the facility’s
operations? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unknown
• Was the electric utility able to minimize the length of
downtime? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unknown

Incident Type:
Location:
Incident Start Date (MM/DD/YYYY):
Incident Description:

Facility Operational Impact:

Lessons Learned/Areas of Improvement:
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Incident End Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

7. SYSTEM INFORMATION
a.

Did the power asset perform as intended during the incident? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If No, were the design parameters of the power asset
exceeded? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Unknown

b.

Has the power asset resumed normal operations? ☐ Yes ☐ No

c. Did the electric utility assist in the power asset’s operation during the
incident? ☐ Yes ☐ No
Power Asset Name:
Location:
Asset Impact Start Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Asset Impact End Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Operations and Maintenance Firm Name:
Asset Impact Description:

Asset Facility Impact Description:

Critical Load Performance Evaluation:

Lessons Learned/Areas of Improvement:
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8. INCIDENT MITIGATION

a. Does the incident require changes to facility systems or operations to mitigate potential
future issues? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, continue to question 8b.
ii.If No, proceed to Form D2.
b.

The incident requires changes to the following: ☐ Power System ☐ Incident Response Plan
i.If either box is checked, describe the changes in the section below.

Incident Mitigation Plan Description:

You have completed Form D1. Continue to Form D2.
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D AM AG E R EP O R T
FORM D2

Instructions: Applicants must review this form with all relevant damage report information and provide supplemental
documentation. This form is to be sent to the Applicant’s corresponding electric service provider within 24 hours following an
outage or incident. If the Applicant has additional damage report(s), duplicate the form and attach following the
original D2 Form.

1. FORM SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Applicant Name (Organization):

Form Completion Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Applicant Official Name (First, Last):

Applicant Official Title:

2. DAMAGE REPORT CHECK
a.

Does this facility have a damage report related to power outages? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, attach power outage damage report to this form for application submission, complete Section 3,
and proceed to Form D3.
ii.If No, either develop a damage report plan aligned with best management practices and attach to this
form for application submission or proceed to Question 2b.

b.

Does this facility intend to use this damage report for damage reporting to the utility? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, review Sections 3 through 6 to ensure this damage report is suitable for the facility.
ii.If No, develop damage report plan aligned with best management practices and revert to Question 2a.

3. DAMAGE REPORT OVERVIEW
Damage Report Title:
Damage Report Development Date (MM/DD/YYYY):
Report Developer Name:
Report Developer Position:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

4. EVENT LOCATION AND DATE
Event Start (MM/DD/YYYY):

Event End (MM/DD/YYYY):

Facility Address – Street:
City:

State:

Report Filer Name:

Zip Code:

5. DAMAGE REPORT FILER

Report Filer Position:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

6. DAMAGE REPORT QUESTIONS
Instructions: Provide a brief overview of the communication plan and its objectives. Briefly describe at which point the
communication plan is initiated.
a. Was there damage to electric infrastructure? ☐ Yes ☐ No (i.e. near miss)
i.If Yes, what type of electric equipment was affected?
☐ Distribution
☐ Gathering
☐ Service/Drop
☐ Transmission
☐ Power Generation
☐ Unknown
☐ Other: ____________________________
b. Did the damage cause an interruption in power service? ☐ Yes ☐ No (i.e. near miss) ☐ Data Not
Collected
i.If Yes, what was the approximate duration of the interruption? ______________ ☐ Hours ☐ Days
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c.

Were site photos taken of the damage site prior to the damage occurring? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, when were the photos taken? (MM/DD/YYYY) ______________
ii.Attach photos with the submission of this report.

d.

Were site photos taken of the damage site after to the damage occurred? ☐ Yes ☐ No
i.If Yes, when were the photos taken? (MM/DD/YYYY) ______________
ii.Attach photos with the submission of this report.

e.

Was the electric utility contacted to report the damage prior to filling out this report? ☐ Yes ☐ No
If Yes, has the utility developed a plan for responding to and repairing the damage? ☐ Yes ☐ No

Damage Description:

Applicant Notes:

You have completed Form D2. Review all forms prior to submission.
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Appendix D. Pilot Participant Interview Protocol
This appendix contains the requests for information and the questions used for the stakeholder focus groups.
1. Can you please give a brief overview of your position, organization, and relation to the Massachusetts
Clean Energy Center Power Outage Resilience Certification Pilot Program?
2. Can you please give a brief description of the facility that was considered for the certification?
3. How would you consider the facility’s resilience to power outages?
4. Can you describe the facility’s significance to the community?
5. Can you please describe the process of completing the certification from its receipt through its
completion?
6. Did you identify any gaps in resilience planning of the facility as revealed by completing the form?
7. With regard to completing the certification:
a. Did the certification flow from one section to another well?
b. Were there any redundant questions or things that didn’t have a place within the certification?
c. Do you have an estimate of how many person-hours it took, or how many additional phone calls were
required?
8. Prior to receiving this certification, had this facility undergone any kind of certification program for
power outage resilience or anything similar?
9. Are there particular parts of the certification you found helpful?
10. Are there particular parts of the certification you did not find to be helpful?
11. Did you find any gaps in the resilience certification when it came to your facility?
12. Could you provide an overview of your utility’s interactions with the facility as it relates to power outage
resiliency and reliability?

Notes
1 As of the date of the publication of this report, the Scope 1 site-specific resilience assessment and design study reports can be found in

MassCEC, undated, under “Final Reports.”

2 The Department of Energy is helping to direct and respond to this fast-evolving field—for example, the Solar Energy Technologies

Office hosted a workshop called “Building a Resilience Community Using Distribute Energy Resources” in April 2021.

3 End-to-end disaster management includes all stages of a disaster or emergency preparedness life cycle: mitigation, preparedness,

response, and recovery. Safe-to-fail design principles measure the capacity of systems to respond and recover from change and disturbance without changing to other states.

4 The list of criteria was derived from the focus groups and should be considered incomplete relative to the broader literature. In addition,

this list contains considerations for power outage resilience that are not necessarily metrics but criteria that stakeholders considered
important to a power outage resiliency certification. In recognition of this list’s deficiencies, we bolstered the list with exhaustive records
of energy and power outage resiliency metrics from the literature (Willis and Loa, 2015). MassCEC and stakeholders found it outside the
scope of the project to examine general resilience tools such as those available online, U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit, undated, or above
the regional scale—for example, at the level of the North American Electric Reliability Corporation, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, or International Council on Large Electric Systems.

5 A value chain is the set of operations that takes a product or service from conception to final disposal after use. It includes physical

transformation, input from diverse producer services, and distribution to final customers (Kaplinsky and Morris, 2000). Power outage
resiliency interventions can occur throughout a project’s entire life. Therefore, we considered the full life cycle of the project value chain
when developing the certification. This model was used by Linkov et al., 2020, in organizing the 70 resiliency certifications, toolboxes,
and standards.

6 Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) is a networked system of meters, communications, and data management that enables two-

way communication between electric utilities and customers. Combined with electricity end-user technologies, such as in-home user
interface displays and programmable thermostats, AMI can enable electric utilities to offer real-time rate programs and incentives that
encourage customers to reduce peak demand and manage energy consumption and costs.
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